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Introduction  
Making, Watching, and Using Ritual

The second epigraph to Rebecca West’s 1941 book Black Lamb and Grey Falcon is 
a passage from Shakespeare’s Henry V in which Fluellen says: “I tell you captain, 

between Macedon and Monmouth, that the situations, look you, is both alike.”1 
A few pages into the book’s Prologue, in which West surveys the history of the 

resonates for West:

hand … All these men look as the King looked at his coming, as if there lay 
behind the surface of things a reality which at any moment might manifest 
itself as a eucharist to be partaken of not by individuals, but by nations … They 
are intensely surprised that the eucharist was of this nature, but the King of 
Yugoslavia had always thought it might be so. (17)

ones:

[T]here was in their minds no vista of shiny hospital corridors, leading to Harley 
Street and the peerage, with blameless tailoring and courtesy to patients and 
the handling of committees as subsidiary obligations, such as appears before 

physical problems, by cultivating self-restraint and a conventional blankness 
which are incompatible with any ardent pursuit. These people had an air of pure 
positiveness which amounted to contentiousness. They might have been bull-

represent the invocation of a cultural form not part of the immediate situation in an 
attempt to render that situation intelligible, an allusion to something tangible and 
(more or less) familiar to make sense of the intangible and unfamiliar. This is a 
common enough operation, to be sure, the fashioning of metaphors as footholds in 

Ulysses established for all subsequent narrative writing 

1 Black Lamb and Grey Falcon
play Les Chevaliers de la Table Ronde.
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tenor of the metaphors above is always the likeness of Balkan culture to other 

apparent heterogeneity of which diminishes with the realization that verse drama, 

The appearance of idiosyncrasy in West’s choices diminishes, too, in 
light of the surprising frequency with which these three forms appear, often 
in combination, in the writing of West’s contemporaries. The idea of invoking 

into unfamiliar cultural territory occurred to a number of other British and Irish 
writers of the 1920s and 1930s. Indeed, it occurred to a number of those, besides 
West, whose writing has helped to form our understanding of the age. In West’s 
case, the unfamiliar territory she was attempting to access was Yugoslavia, with a 
particular eye toward the implications of the Balkan story for Great Britain and the 

to ritual forms.
It must be noted that West’s three references above do not amount to a sustained 

or even deliberate mediation on ritual. The allusion to Shakespeare is a quotation 
only; it does not dwell upon Henry V as verse drama, less still as ritual. Her 

with which that form, too, is employed as metaphor while being evacuated of 

Black Lamb and 
Grey Falcon

ritual characteristic of any number of West’s British and Irish contemporaries 
which, when sustained, narrowed, and deepened by a group of them, became the 

material is managed and deployed, are two hallmarks of a literary phenomenon 

is at the center.

her references, by her choice of such concrete and local particulars to try to clarify 
the reader’s view of a vast and nebulous object. Part of the impetus behind the 
present study is the recognition that, for an important group of British and Irish 
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for these writers, brought closer to reality not by the erasure or denial of cultural 

they gained as a result, such audacity begins to look more like real utility.
The three ritual forms West invokes and upon which this study is based—

notable and revealing rituals, these three forms are of particular interest for at least 

and which I will elucidate fully below, of ritual as a communal, repeated but non-
habitual action attached to a sacred space and to long tradition. Second, as publicly 
produced actions necessarily involving the participation of a number of persons, in 
which the individual and the group must interact, they partake of much of the same 
logic as politics proper. They represent a kind of political testing ground, situated 

which politics must draw but that also functions at a certain remove from the stiff 
polarities and demands for immediate results native to the political sphere. Third, 

forms from some of the most important British and Irish writers of the interwar 
era, including all of those named above in addition to Louis MacNeice, Stephen 

and other authors produced between the world wars constitutes a special body of 

Where they have been left out, other rituals or pseudo-rituals that might have 

more of these three principles of selection. The pilgrimage, the pageant play, and 
the political rally, in particular, fall only slightly outside my chosen scope, as do 

because their engagement with one or more of the rituals falls chronologically 
outside the scope of the interwar years.2

2 

need of further investigation itself—of the paired historical and formal emphases.
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of a society. But, in the hands of modern writers, it also scrutinizes, repositions, 
and at times subverts those characteristics. One of my working hypotheses has 
been that the inherent dialecticism of ritual creates a framework in which some of 

that challenge the usual sense of the rigid political dichotomy of the interwar 
period. Although ritual in general, and each of these three forms in particular, 
has been popularly associated with at least a political conservatism and even the 

politically between communism and fascism, leaving little room in between 
for liberalism and little interest in democracy, has become a commonplace. In 

any disparagement of ‘democracy’ is nowadays well received by nearly every 
class of men, and any alternative to ‘democracy’ is watched with great interest” 

communists” (287), tended toward the ritual performance of their political ideals, 
writers of radically different political stripes were attracted to the old rituals of 

The Idea of Europe

to recall this, I like to recall this to myself, and why should I deny it? In the name 
of what?” (Other Heading 82). He did not answer his own question, but he did 

identity: the savor of conservatism that seems to accompany the project.3 “[T]he 

theme. But perhaps,” he continued, beginning to suggest not only a way but also a 

this ‘subject’ retains a virgin body. Would not its name mask something that does 
not yet have a face? We ask ourselves in hope, in fear and trembling, what this 
face is going to resemble. Will it still resemble? Will it resemble the face of some 

3 Although conservative commentaries are outnumbered in contemporary critical 
(especially literary) debates by the kinds of deconstructive approaches taken up in this 

and hierarchy remains, likely a function of residual cultural memories or a perceived 

identity, see The Future of the European Past (ed. Hilton Kramer and Roger Kimball), a 
product of The New Criterion. The essays in this collection focus on the diagnosis of a 
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persona

This study proposes that the accepted answers—both conservative and 

in broader (though necessarily abbreviated) terms may be useful. Although the 

4 
The Idea of Europe in Literature, 

surveys several, though not all, of the usual suspects. From the Zeus-abducting-
 A second historically 

 

ideas as reason, liberty, and equality, in political ideals such as democracy and 
human rights, as well as in the enterprises of science and technology” (232).7 

B.C. Greece,8

4 In his seminal book, The Idea of Europe

geographical but a human entity” as that found in the sequel to Isidore de Seville’s Chronicle 

hypothesis concerning the term Europe
 

it with Asia” (3).
 

Gift 3), 

7 Michel understands all of these enlightenment associations to be subsumed within 

The idea of universal emancipation shapes the claims of the enlightenment” (232).
8 
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was matched, de Rougemont argues, by one focused on a particular aspect of 

Two great schools of cultural historians differed violently with each other on this 

other, pessimistic more by allegiance than by nature, regarded the great centuries 

vs.

threatened from without by the rise of ‘quantitative empires,’ and from within 
by age-old divisions. But to which of the saints should we appeal? Or to which 

More starkly still, Michel compels his audience to consider the possibility that the 
spirit of “universal emancipation,” coupled with a history of slavery, colonialism, 

9 

It is a “core of meaning,” he writes, “around which clusters of … associations 

argues “how much more our perceptions of national identity and of political and 
social justice are shaped by literature than by formal history … [I]maginative 
literature,” he continues, “is both the main source of most people’s understandings 

The literature under investigation here shows British writers drawing upon that 
ambiguity and pressing it to new lengths. These writers’ interest in ritual tends to 

esprit—Paris, 

9 
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physical and traditional peripheries, such as Ireland, Wales, and Spain, and in 

Orientalism, it has been necessary to account for the non-Western 
other 
demonstrates in Europe (In Theory)
more fully below) is rendered problematic not only “from the outside but from the 

10

internal 

centuries; that of the present study is somewhat broader geographically, somewhat 
later historically. It does not attend to all or even most of the “marginal inside” of 

historical—necessarily invites a great deal of ambiguity as to the limits of 

ambiguity to concrete reality, to the visible evidence of discrete places, objects, 

Writing does not dwell in a disembodied arena where there is no place for light 
and shadow, croissants and gouda, political dirt and concrete cultural dissension, 
gray ghosts of low clouds over polders, the gloom of broken San Sebastian 

Yourcenar calls ‘the frightful smell of humanity,’ caught up in ‘life itself, with 

“formlessness” is given shape, and writers interested in these rituals often turn to 
them as a means of ordering violence without banishing ambiguity.

The tolerance of ambiguity is crucial to the argument of this study, not only 

ritual meaning itself, as will be discussed below, is inherently ambiguous. Rather 

10 
in the eyes of the north: indeed, “PIGS”: Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Spain (2). The debt 
crises of 2010 and 2012, with their epicenter in Greece but implicating Italy, Spain, and 
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of essentials does imply an unproductive cultural conservatism—I will instead 

What cultural material adheres to it, and what falls away? How well does this 

seriously and cautiously, that is, to take it lightly, only in quotation marks, as the 
best paleonym, in a certain situation, for what we recall (to ourselves) or what we 
promise (ourselves)” (82).

In his introduction to the PMLA special issue, “Literature and the Idea of 
memory and imagination as his operative terms, echoing 

11 The articulation of any 

not

its global neighbors and between its own constituent parts.12 “Both associations,” 
Reiss writes, “—with imperialism and with internal violence—show how the very 

cohesion:

Hope, fear, and trembling are commensurate with the signs that are coming to 

cultural or not, the worst violences, those that we recognize all too well without 

11 
Bruno Snell writes that the question “‘What do I want to do?’ is in [the Western] mind 
always linked with the further question ‘Who am I, and what have I been?’” (qtd. in de 
Rougemont 370).

12 

emerge, “not from a lowest common denominator nor from rigidly enforced boundaries but 
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Skeptics take these troubling associations as evidence of the impossibility of 

imperialism has been banished and in which the ties of international commerce 

individualism and community, sovereignty and collectivity” (19), a fact that might 

13

and racism, and then by the imperatives of multi-national capitalism. In fact, it has 
14 On the contrary, such tensions are what make the articulation of 

such a notion possible in a critical landscape in which all identity is multiple and 

it are interdependent.

themselves as “foreigners in their own land, caught between an identity they are 
losing and the identity of an other that invites at the same time as it frightens them” 

way instead 

13 

Garribaldi, “obdurate conservatives such as Klemens Metternich and revolutionary apostles 

14 

what passes in America for a culture. The diversity, seriousness, fastidiousness, density of 

world. I cannot do that from America, from what American culture gives me, as a collection 

 

repression, what occurs between one conversion and another” (Gift 10).
 

most part, concurrently with the project of universal emancipation” and thus “seem to 

Timothy Reiss, and Sylvie Gambaudo, however, Michel sees such troubling associations 
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of an object, and to approach the analysis of a body of literature as an attempt to 

while denying such identity any singular accumulation of properties” (27). No 

17

This formulation borrows the language of modern globalization studies, and 

globalization has occasioned. The “relatively new culturalist orientation” to 

that predates and often ignores nation-state boundaries” (37). One scholar pressing 

18

Eurocentrism and anti-Eurocentrism

and that model has begun to take shape in the writing of a few important theorists. 

compelling, but to some critics it overlooks the problem of power relations.19 These 

emphasis on the dynamic interaction of local and global cultures, puts pressure on 

17 

18 
if the reverse is only slowly taking place. As Ètienne Balibar argued in a 1999 lecture 
in Greece: “We must privilege the issue of the border when discussing the questions 

politico-economic power and the symbolic stakes at work in the collective imagination: 
relations of force and material interest on one side, representation of identity on the other” 
(“Borders” 73).

19 
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phenomenon that globalization theory must account for if it is to fully realize its 

internationalism even as it resists sweeping internationalization. Anthony Pagden 

might be possible to belong to something larger than the family, the tribe, the 

global dyad, one that any reasonably thorough discussion of globalization cannot 
afford to ignore.20

Work on the relationship among individual, national, and transnational 

and the coming together of this discourse and that of globalization studies 

international system” (1). As Ètienne Balibar has declared: “[W]e are dealing with 
“triple points” or mobile “overlapping zones” of contradictory civilizations rather 

multiple national territories. And there has been growing discussion (pushed to a 

published in the last decade is the collection edited by Pagden, The Idea of Europe: 
From Antiquity to the European Union

aid to my own investigations. The same can be said of The Meaning of Europe: 
Variety and Contention with and among Nations (ed. Mikael af Malmborg and Bo 

20 
global society,” namely, the lesson that “it is not just the divisions that count, but also the 

offers itself as a form of ‘governance beyond the nation-state,’ which could set a precedent 

Telò and Paul Magnette, who write: “The Union may be seen as a laboratory in which 

increasing global economy” (qtd. in Habermas, “Why” 12).
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21 Another 
important and even more recent collection, Myths of Europe (2007), edited by 
Richard Littlejohns and Sara Soncini, is especially relevant to the present study 
because it focuses substantially on literature and because its essays collectively cast 
a wide geographical net, from India to Ireland. The books’ readings of literature 
are unlike my own in that they both cover the whole of Western history and are 

identity. Its use of myth, while narrowing the discussion somewhat, describes a far 

it asks regarding the relationship between traditional inheritance and modern-
day efforts at identity formation, Myths of Europe helpfully prepares some of the 

The Meaning of Europe, looks at 

of establishing a system that has an enabling, a mobilizing energy, the energy of 

particularity against the seemingly overwhelming discursive barrage of “diversity.” 
His own work has focused on Ireland, but it is representative of a whole movement 
having as its aim the “repossession” of colonial and post-colonial writers “for an 
interpretation … governed by a reading of the conditions in which their work was 

or British literature, international modernism, the plight of humankind in the 
twentieth century … to repossess their revolutionary and authoritative force for 

what he sees as the recent rush in Ireland toward integration and internationalism, 

as symptomatic of the clandestinely oppressive claims of global diversity. In 1990 

22 To resituate 

21 Engaging Europe: Rethinking a Changing Continent

features a most helpful bibliographic essay. 
22 In the intervening two decades, Ireland of course shot to the forefront of both 

and global economic cooperation, and then its star predictably fell somewhat. 
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“lesions and occlusions are forgotten, in which the postmodernist simulacrum of 
pluralism supplants the search for a legitimating mode of nomination and origin, 

begin to emerge.

integrative measures is characteristic of the conservative position on the idea of 

my intent, in selecting a wider lens through which to view not only Ireland but 

minimize difference, nomination, or origin, blending all into a bland (and false) 

origins, in the form of some ancient rituals that interwar literature invokes, and on 
the shock of difference that invariably accompanies a writer’s ingress to another 

connections between nations, will have to address the very real ways in which 
the same forms isolate and divide nations. Likewise, the emphasis on border-

can reveal 
about origin, nationality, and difference. As Susanne Fendler and Ruth Wittlinger 
rightly acknowledge, “the nation-state is still the most important political  

production as well.23

be a cultural invention, but it is nonetheless powerful for that” (17). At the other 

morbid estrangement which the lunacy of nationality has produced … between 
Beyond Good and Evil 

to be seen, but the presence of the usual multinational corporations in Ireland has already 

23 

together a region characterized more than any other by the ongoing rivalries between 

polemically. National consciousness, formed by national languages, national literatures, 

st 
century: “The acknowledgement of differences—the reciprocal acknowledgement of the 
Other in his otherness—can also become a feature of common identity” (ibid. 294). 
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contains nationalism without erasing it, a whole that maintains the integrity of 
each part. While the powerful political movements of the interwar period espoused 
a view similar to Nietzsche’s, those who asserted it, especially the Nazis, did so in 
the teeth of an equally powerful inclination against

history been impossible to strike on the ground. Yet the provisional modeling 
of such a balance remains an attractive, and important, project for literary and 
cultural studies. Reiss concludes: “Neither community, as some kind of party-led 
mechanism, nor individualism, as some foundational absolute, can stand alone. 

observer a step closer to the elusive political reality.

Ritual and Literature

When one moves from anthropological, sociological, and religious analyses into 

particularly in The Scapegoat Violence and the Sacred (1977) 
and Things Hidden Since the Beginning of the World (1987)—identifying the 

responsible, for, very much in the manner of the Freudian Oedipal propositions 
it was designed to challenge, it established the precedent of totalizing the local 
object of inquiry—the scapegoat ritual—as a template for virtually all forms of 
human cultural practice. In the process, Girard shifted the focus from the individual 
psyche to the human community, and his formulations have proven very attractive 
indeed to scholars interested in transcending the critical hegemony of Freudian 
Oedipal codes.

Violence and Modernism and Thomas 
Ritual Unbound

hypothesis has led scholars. They are useful here both for their articulation of some 
of the principles that guide this study and for delineating the ways in which my 

distinction between an interest in ritual and an interest in the primitive. Following 
Girard and Northrop Frye, he refuses the common view of “a ‘return’ of myth in 
modern times … the usual literary journalism which talks of a psychological or 

the relation of the primitive to the modern schematic, saying that myth … [is] the 

that “the modernist use of ritual elements cannot be interpreted as simply an act of 
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Twentieth-century writers’ interest in these particular rituals naturally implies a 

of contemporary Girardian applications, which is quite different from mine. Based 

possible to see ritual in all manner of human activity, diminishing, I would argue, 
the revelations that ritual in a stricter sense still holds. The underlying premise 

been sublimated (to borrow from Sigmund Freud) as modern human patterns of 

Heart of Darkness

the judgment whereby they designate Kurtz as a pariah, and Marlow constructs a 

women” (20). Similarly, the fact that “Lily, as a woman, should not intrude 
upon a male preserve” in To The Lighthouse

Our 
Mutual Friend

much observable communal practices as they are hypothetical constructions that 
have been projected upon the stories by their narrators” (17). His interest, like 

but also in the self-conscious narrative techniques of modernism, including 
the effects that point of view and authorial framing have on the way readers 

a ‘holocaust,’ we recognize in his choice of this term his desire to construct a 

both far more interested in the Girardian social themes of violence, victimization, 

of my attention, however, are precisely those “observable communal practices,” 
cases in which the presence of ritual is “obvious and unarguable,” or nearly so. If 

to borrow another phrase from Freud, I am interested in those rituals that persist 
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deliberately apart from the everyday. The whisky-priest hero of Graham Greene’s 
novel The Power and the Glory
“everything in time became a routine but this” (PG 71), suggesting that, rather 

everyday.
When dealing with ritual in literature, one must come to terms with Girard’s 

thesis. However, owing to the wide applicability of that thesis, a great deal more 
in literature has come to be called ritual than either Girard’s original subject 

synonym. For instance, in a Modernist Studies Association panel a few years ago, 
one participant proposed that bombing London during World War II was a ritual. 
Whether such scholars are right or wrong is not truly the concern of this study. I 
would suggest, however, that neither Girard’s scapegoating thesis nor its many 

desires), actual, formal enactments of that ritual still persist. And why, to press 
further, were they so attractive to British and Irish writers of the interwar period? 

supposed to have displaced them.

than is offered by the bulk of current literary scholarship putatively concerned 

scholars of anthropology and religion because these more systematically formulate 
the kinds of deliberate formal structures that characterize the rituals here under 

true ritual than do the sundry social interactions for which ritual is often invoked 
as a metaphor that they stand apart and require separate attention. They retain 
something akin to what Walter Benjamin called the “aura” that adheres to original 
works of art but not to their innumerable mechanical reproductions (221).24 In the 

24 “[T]hat which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is the aura of the work 

might generalize by saying: the technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced object 
from the domain of tradition” (221).


